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Abstract ./
/

In.oa¢_i_ e_i_f_'t'_tiy-im plum eaxed.atLd_'_ga_u_ted-t he-e fr_e t""01'-d,V_-__fPen sa tio n

in modcb, rlh:,h_ed.:controI-algorgtlL_fi,_.lwthis paper/we e¢_;_at6 the effect of changing thy._ontrol sampling period

on the performance of the cojn_mted-torque and independent ]_int control schemes/While the former uuhzes

the complete dynamics m_fel of the malzipulator, the latter assumes a deeoupled and linear model of the

manipulator dynamics. _¢_ discuss the design of controller gains for both the emnputed-torque and the

indopeudent joint control schemes and establish a framework for comparing their trajectory tracking

performance. (/tgcexperiments show that within each scheme the trajectory tracking accuracy varies slightly
with the change of'fhe sampling rate. |[owever. at low sampling rates the computed-torque scheme outperforms

the independent joint control scheme. Based on our experimental results, we.\also conclusively establish the

importance of high sampling rates as they result in an increased stiffness of the system.
\

I, h,tro, h,etio|l
.\ltho,i:,.h m_,nv simul_,tkJ_( / resull_ have b_.,.n I_rq",_'ated [13. I_. 1!. th*. real-time imph.luc.nlation and

i,.riorHlal,cf, t)F m,,lel-ha,.,'d/ct_lttrol sch_.mt.s _ith high conLrol samplii_g ratc_ had not befit dcmorlstraLr,I on

:,'II,al ma|fipt_latc_rs, until/r,.c_mtlv i9, I1, l . "l'h¢. main re:L_ons fear this have" been the lack ot" a su|t._ble
_,:_,,ipulator _vst_m a,_d t/_e fat'` that it is difGcul_ to evaluate the dynamics p._ramcters for implementing

mod_.l-bascd alg,_rithms, pt_t_e of the goals of the CMI; Direct-Drive Arm II 'Ll |i project h;_ beeu 10 overcome

th,:_c diffi_.ulties and ev_uate the effect of ,lyn_:n_:_ con_pun_at,on on the real-tittle trajectory ,.racking of

manipulators. I"or the/eal-time computatiou of the |averse dynamics, we have developed a high-speed and

po_,,:rful computational/eovironment. The computation -f |averse dynamics has been customized for the CMU
DI) Arm II and a comtmtation time of t ms ha.' been achievcd [5]. To obtain an accurate model we have

cumps_ted and measured the various parame'`ers from the engiaeeri_g drawing_ of the CMU DD Arm II by

I_od,.ling each [ink :_s/a composite of hollow and ._o_id cylinders, prisms, :rod re_.tangul._r parallelopipeds. We

hart. also proposed a*_ algorithm to identify the dy_tamtcs p:trameters 18i which t_as been implemented on :he

CMU DD Arm II. The results of the experimental implementation of our identification algorithm are presented

m [8, 7]. Finally, the negligible friction in our direct-drive arm especially makes it suitable to test the efficacy of

the computed-torque scheme.

In our previous research, we investigated the effect of high sampling rate dynamics compensation in model-

based manipulator control methods. Specifically, we compared the computed-torque scheme which utilizes the

complete dynamics model of the manipulator with the independent joint control scheme [9] and the feedforwatd

compensation method [t0f The control schemes were implemented on the CMU DD Arm II with a sampling

period of 2 ms. In this paper, we investigate the effect of reducing the sampling rate on the trajectory tracking

per rormance of manipulator control methods. We first compar_e the performance of each scheme as the sampling

rate is changed. Next, we also compare the relative performance of both the computed-torque and the

independent joint control schemes at. different sampling rates.
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This paper is organized as follows: [n Section 2, we present an overview of the manipulator control schemes

that have been intplemented and evaluated on the CMU DD Arm II. The design of controllers is discussed in

Section 3 and the real-time experimental results axe presented and interpreted in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5

we summarne this paper. In the Appendix, we describe our experimental hardwaxe sebup.

2. Manipulator Control Techniques
The robot control problem revolves around the computation of the actuating joint torques/forces to follow the

desired trajectory. The dynamics of a manipulator axe described by a set of highly nonlinear and coupled

differential equations. The complete dynamic model of an Ndegrees-of-freedom manipulator is described by:

= D(O)e + hi0,6) + g(O) (')

where r is the N-vector of the actuating torques; Die) is the N×Nposition dependent manipulator inertia

matrix; hi0,0) is the N-vector of Coriolls and centrifugal torques; g(0) is the N-vector of gravitational torques;

and 0, 0 and e axe N-vectors of the joint accelerations, velocities and positions, respectively.

This complex description of the system makes the design of controllers a difficult task. To circumvent the

difficulties the control engi,teer often assumes a simplified model to proceed with the controller design.

Iodu._lrial lii.tnipulators are u:.u;dly (onlr,lh'd by cunv(,ntlolial l'll)-Iyl.' ;lidel)eltch'nt j_tilll _.onlrol ,if lit.lures

designed ,nder the :usSmnl)tion th:tt, the dy]taniics t,f the links :ire nncoul,b,'d .tnd lioear "l'hc c_,nlrolh.r_ based

on sdcll an overly bmlplificd dyliitniles ,nodel rt.sult iil low speeds of operatiou and overshoot st"tire. slid-el'rector.

To establish a framework for coinp;zring the performance these two schelne_, we con_ider the eoltlro[ [._w in

two steps; computation of the commanded acceleration and corn p,itation of the control torque. The commanded

joint acc,lerations u i can be coin puted in one ,Jr the following three ways:

ul = Kp(0d- 0)- K0 (2)

(3}

u;_ = K ,(O,t-O)- K.(Od-8) -" Od' (_')

where K and K are N_._ N diagonal position and velocity gain matrices, respectively. The N.vectors 0d and 0

are the ¢t'esired and measured joint positions, respectively, and the ' " i.dicates the time derivative of the

variables. Whereas only the position error and the velocity damping is u_ed in (2), the commanded acceleration

signal in (3) uses a velocity fecdforward term. and the commanded acceleration signal in (t) uses both the

velocity and acceleration feedforward terms. The idea is to increase the speed of response by incorporating a

feedforward term.

The fundaalental difference between the independent joint control schemes and the model-based schemes lies

m the _ecood step in the control law. i.e., the method or computing the applied control torque signals from the

commanded acceleration signals. If the vector of _ctuating joint torques r is computed from the commanded

acceleration signal urlder _he assumption that the joint inertlas are constant, then we obtain an independent

joint control scheme. On the other hand, if the actuating torques r are computed from the inverse dtmamtcs

model in (1) then we obt.ain the computed-torque scheme.

We have Lmplemeuted computed-torque a_d the independent joint control schemes and compared their real-

time performance as a function of the sampling rate. These schemes are described in the sequel.

Independent Joint Control (IJC)

In this scheme, linear PD control laws were designed for each joint based on the assumption that the joints axe

decoupled and .linear. The control torque r applied to the joints at each sampling instant is:

= ju i (5)
where J is the constant NX ;%'diagonal matrix of link inertias :Lt a typical position.
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Comouted-Toreme Control (CT_

This scheme utilizes nonlinear feedback to decouple the manipulator. The control torque r is computed b_. the

inverse dynamics equation in (1), using the commanded acceleration us insteid of the measured acceleration 0:

,.= D(o)., t g(0,o)_-_(o) (6)
where the " ~ " indicate_ that the estimated values of the dynamics parameters .'we used in the computation.

The real-time control experiments using these schemes have been performed wills 0:e CMU DD Arm II. Also,

we have used the l'_|lmtlon .I :o compute the accelerations for both the computed-torque and the independent

joint control _henses. Before proceeding with the design of the controller gain matrices, we need to determine

the order and transfer function of the individnal joint drive systems. We achieved this by performing frequency

response experiments. The details of these experiments are presented in [9, 6].

3. Controller Design

The perf0_rmance of the nonlinear CT _heme and the linear IJC .scheme can be compared only if the same

criteria are used for design of the controller gain matrices. Fortunately, this is possible because the gain

matrices K and K appear only in the commanded accelerations which are the same (['],luations (2)-(.1)) for Imth
• ' tCT and [J_ schemes. Thus, whether we mldement the simplistic ndependcnt joint control s_heme or he

sophisticated compared-torque scheme, we are faced With the problem of designing the gain matrices Kp and

K These matrices are chosen to satisfy the specified output response criterion.

3.1. Design of Gain Matrices for Independent Joint Control

"['he closed loop transfer function relating the input 0_ Lo the measured output 0s for joint j is:

Oj s26+s"lkvj+kpj
(7}

O l -- s2_.kv#_+kp3

where "r=l if velocity feedforward is included and zero otherwise, and 6=1 if -_cceleration feedforward is

included and zero otherwise• The closed-loop characteristic equation in all the three cases is,

_2+k s+lc =0 (S)
vj pj

and its roots are specified to obtain a stable response. The complete closed-loop response of the system is

governed by both the zeros and the poles of the system. In the absence of any feedforward terms, the response is

governed by the poles of the transfer function.

Since it is desired that none of the joints overshoot the commanded position or the response be critically

damped, our choice of the matrices Kp and K v must be such that their elements satisfy the condition:

,_ = 2_-" for j = X....... 6 (9)
u,J P$

P.eside_. in order to achieve a high disturbance rejection ratio or high stiffness it is al:;o necessary to choose the

_osition gain matrix Kp as large as possible which resnlts in a large K:

3.2. I)_.sig_* (If (;:tics M.,trices fc_r ('ozzq.Jtrd-'l'orq.e Scheme

"['h_" ),;_.it ;,t_'.t _,,'htrld t!l,' _llli,*lt,'rt t,.r'lllt' ._ll,.ltll' i-; I_ .ichi_.xo d.,n:HliU" ,l*.cmzplin_ ,,f dl 'h, j,,ml.-, rasing

..nim-ar ft','dhack If the dy_t;zmz, t.,,,I,.l of tl,_..,.,.q,ai.0.or i:_ d_..,rd..d hy (I) an,i Ih,. al,ph.'d ,_mtrol t,,rqile

i,_¢,'tfo|)tltl'd ._-r ,_rdilt_. [_}(|i), th,'n Ih,. t,,Ih,',,,ing clo-.'d-h.)l: >y_t*'n, i_ ,_t)laincd:

°

_b_'rt" _h,' flmct,otHl , e_,,'nih' ci_'s ,m 0 and 0 have ht.cn omith.d f_r'the sake ,+f ,'larlly If the dynamics are

mo,|,'led ,,xa<flv that is. _ -I). K= +h and g=g. th,'_l the dcco.pled'<'loscd h)of system is d,':_,'ribcd by

__ U I ,
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Upon substituting the right hand side of either (2), (3) oc (4) in the above equation, we obtain the closed-loop

input-output tran,fi.r fu,ction of the sy._tem. The rinsed-loop clLar_teristic equation in all the three cues is:

+ k.js + kpj 0

where k and k are the velocity and position gains for the j.th joint. Upon comparing (8) and (10), we obtain
".I .. PJ

the relationshWs

kps',f"l!=kpl ',lJ('_ and k,j[C'l_-_-k,,y JC]

which _uggest that tile gains of the IJC scheme are also the gains of the CT r,cheme. This equality m.st be

expected becanse the closed-loop characteristic equation for both the independent joint control and the

computed-torque scheme is the same.

.1.3. Gain Selection

The gain matrices K and K are a function of the sampling rate of the control system 13]. The higher the
p t_ . , .

sampling rate :he larger the values of K and K u can be chosen. Since the stiffness (or disturbance reJection
property) of the system is governed by tl_e position gain matrix a higher sampling rate implies higher stiffness

also. In practice the choice of the velocity gain K is limited by the noise present in the velocity measurement.
We determined the upper limit of the velocity gain experimentally: we set the position gain to zero and

increased the velocity gain of each joint until the unmodeled high-frequency dynamics of the system were excited

by the noise introduced in the veloeity measurement.. This value of K v represents the maximum allowable

velocity gain, We chose _0% of the maximum velocity gain in order to obtain as high value of the position gain

as possible and still be well within the stability limits with respect to the unmodeled high frequency dynamics.

The elements of the position gain matrix Kp were computed to satisfy the critical damping condition in (0) and
also achieved the maximum disturbance rejection ratio. The elements of the velocity and position gain matrices

used in the implementation of the control schemes are listed in Table 1.

•I. Experirnents and Resul_

4.1. Trajectory Selection and EvMuat.lon Criteri&

Since tho DD Arm II ix a highly nonlinear and coupled _ystem it is impossible to characterize its behavior from

a particular cla.ss of inputs, unlike linear systems fur which a specific input (sucll ,_s a unit step 0r a ramp) can be

used to design and evaluate the controllers. Thus an important constituent of the experimental evaluation cff

r,_l_c_l ,'r.ltrol -ch,..w_ i. tlw ,I..ce ,,f a cl._-, cd" inp,ll, for Ih,. rtd._l, The ,'ri'.,,rla f(_r _,.h.tgung the j,fint

tr,li,.ct,)rw_ i_ d,'taih'd in i(;l. I,,r e_.dn:,_i,._ Ihe perh,rr..,ne," .f r.l,,,t re.reel., h,..i,.s. 'v,. u.e tile dynamic

tr.L, k,n:. :,,'cura_.v. This l_ deiined a. the ni.,xiln,lln p,_.ltic_n and v_,l,wity trot'king error al-nl; a _pe,-ified

I rA}l'('|l)r) .

1.2. ffr.ql-Tim," l{e_ults

hi -ur exi)er;nl,'nt- w,' implem,.ntL'd both _he ind,.|.'_l(h'nt joint cnnlrol _.cheme .md the COmlmted-torque

.rh,,mo We ,.val,lal,'d their in,li_,i(lual _LIlll rrl;_tive perfi)rmance_ by ch.lnl_i.r¢ Ih,, _alnpling rate hut keeping

_ot_l tile posit.on :rod the velocity gain matrices fixed. "rite maximum Iwrnu_ihle velocity and posilion gains

w,.re ,h._rn at a _'.._rol _anlpling per..I ,ff -) m_ (accordiny, _o the m_ _hc.l _u_line.I in S_'rtiou 3.3 _ a.d remaine_l

fixed even when Ihr _amphng period _:c_ changed. Tl.s alh,ws us t. dt,tvrminc the eifiwt nf the _amplinK rate on

_h_ _raje,'tory _racking c_mtr.l perf,,ruianre \Ve have also evaluated the |)e.I perfl_rmanre of the (?'[" method

[or _ _ampihl_, ,wriod ,,f 2 ms with it_ be.t pcrforma_w_' f-r a sampling period ,ff5 m_. W,. conducted the

evaluation experimrnls on a mnltitu.ie of trajectories hut d.e to space lira=rations we present our resnlt_ for a

silnpJe but illustrat ivo trajectory.

['h,' firs_ traject_ry is chosen _. be simple and r_'lati_ety .t_w but capabh' m" pr_,_ _.ling insight iT:t() the effect of

d) namicscompensation. In this trajectory only joint 2moves _hile :lll_heother j,_ints are commanded to hold

their zero po,qtlon._ and can he envislmled from the schel_latic diagram in I"igl_re 1. Joint 2 _s commanded t_

start from its _ern p0_ltion and _,_ reach lhe I.,_ition of 1.3 rad in 0.77) .econds; it r_,lnatn_ at this pn_iti(_n fi_r an

interval of 0.75 _econds after which it is required to ret.rn to its home position in 075 seconds. The points,,f

dis,',_ntinuity, in the trajectory, were joined hy a fifth-_rder polynomial to maintain the cn.tinuity of po_ition.

ve]ocity and arc,'lera, ion along the three segment_. The desired po_itlon, wlocily and acceleration trajectorie_

for joint 2 are,'depic_e.I in Figure 2. The maximum vel.wity an,|a('ceteration to be attained hy jo!nt 2 are 2

rad/sec and f) rad,'s,'c 2, respectively.
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The position tracking pedormance of joint 2 for both the _ and IJC schemes, for a control sampling rate of

200 il; (corresponding to a control sam piing period of 5 ms), is depicted in Figure 3. The corresponding position

and velocity tracking errors are presented in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. We also depict the position tracking

error of joint ! in Figure 6 for both the CT and IJC schemes. We note that the CT scheme outperforms the IJC

scheme. For example, in the case of joint 2 the maximum position tracking error for CT scheme is 0.03 rads

while for the IJC scheme it is 0.45 rads, approximately. In an earlier paper [9], we had compared both the _r

and IJC schemes with a control sampling period of 2 ms. It must be noted that in the earlier reported

experiments [9] the gains were selected for a control sampling period of 2 ms whereas in the present experiment_

the gains have been selected for a control sampling period of 5 ms. To put the results in perspective, we recall

that in the earlier experiment the maxamum position tracking error for the CT method was 0.022 rads while for

the IJC method it was 0.036 rads. From the above observations it may be deduced that increasing the control

sampling period from 2 to 5 ms resul_ in a noteworthy degradation of the performance of the IJC scheme. A

similar increase in the sampling rate also improves the performance of the CT scheme.

In Figure 7, we depict the performance of *.he _ scheme as the sampling rate is increased from 200 Hz to 500

Hr. In this case the position and velocity gain matrices were determined for a sampling rate of 200 llz and they

remained fixed even when the sampling rate was increased to 500 Ilz. Thus, Figure 7 presents the relative

performance of the CT method as a function of the sampling rate only. We note that the trajectory tracking

performance for both 200 lh and 500 Ih sampling rates m comparable and has not changed in any appreciable

manner ._,th ;tn ittf v,.;t_v in th*. _aml,ling raw. I:ij:,r,' S dt.pict._ th,. rq..,,slts f,Jr th,. I.IC moth_l when a ._imilar

expcrim, nt w.,_ l,t.rformed, hi thi_ ca_e al._o we do nut observe any appreci'Jde c'ha.ge in [;erforluance when

only the _anlldmg rate is changed.

Thus, front the above _¢t of experiments the following conclusions may be drawn:

I If th, gains are sele, ted for _ lower aamplhfg rate and then if the samplinl; rate is incre:_ed, while

keeping the gains fixed, there is no appreciable improvement in the per form ance of both the CT arid

Life IJC schnws.

2. At lo_,'r sampling rates the CT scheme outperforms the IJC method, l"ven though the disturbance

rejecth,, ratm of both the schemes is dimini._hed, it does not appreciably affect the CT method

because of the compensatzon for the nonlinear and coupling terms. Whereas it affects the [JC

method because the disturbance that _ constituted by the nonlinear and the _oupling terms _ not

reJected appreciably.

3. If the fnaximum pos,ible gains are selected for the chosen sampling rates then the performance of CT

at a hi_her sampling rate is better than it_ performance at a lower sampling rate. A similar
corn hs_ion _sdrawn for the IJC scheme also.

Our List conslusion is especially significant because it suggests that a higher sampling rate does not only imply

improw.d performance but it also allows us to achieve high stiffness It ts desirable for a manipulator to have

htgh stiffnes_ so that the effect of unpredictable external disturbances on the trajectory tracking performance is

sfgnificantly reduced.

5. Summary

In this paper, we have presented the first experimental evaluation of the effect of the sampling rate on the

performance of both the computed-torque and the independent, joint control schemes. We have discussed the

destgn of the controller gums for both the independent joint control and the compu_d-torque schemes and

established a framework for the comparkson of their trajectory tracking performance. Based on our experiments

we have demonstrated that the computed-torque scheme exhibits a better performance than the independent

joint control scheme. Our experiments also show that high sampling _ates are smportant because they result in a

stiffer system that is capable of effectively rejecting unknown external disturbances.
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I. TheCMUDD Arm 11
Wehavedeveloped,at CMU, the concept of direct-drive robots in which the links are directly coupled to the

motor shaft. This construction eliminates undesirable properties like friction and gear backlash. The C,MU DD

Arm 11 [14] is the second version of the CMU direct-drive manipulator and is designed to be faster, lighter and

more nccur-'xte than its predece._sor C,'vlU I)I) Arm l !21. We have u._4'd l_rt,_hl,._._ r:,r,,-e:trfl, ,,:._n,,t D(" torque

moter._ driven by current cuatrulh_d :||,,idifi,'rs to _l,ieve a tc,rque controlled jqint drive system. The SCAItA.

type configuration of the arm reduces the the turq.ze requlrenwnts of the first two joints and als,, simplifies the

dynamic model of the arm. To _hieve the desired accuracy, we use very higl, precision (IG bits/rotation) rotary
absolute encoders. The arm weighs approximately 70 pounds and is de½igned to achieve |.-_ximum joint

acceler._tions of 10 rad/sec 2.

The hardware of the DD Arm I! control system consists of three integral components: the Motorola .MG80_0

microcomputer, the Marinco processor a_ld the TMS-320 microprocessor-b_cd individual joint controllers. We

have also developed the customized Newton-Euler equations for the CMU DD Arm I[ and achieved L

computation time of 1 ms by implementing these on the Marinco processor. The details of the customized

algorithm, hardware configuration and the numerical values of the dynamics parameters are presented in (G}.

Joint (j)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Table l:

Transfer Function (jl--_)

__j__t
12.3s2

1

2s2

0.25s 2

1

O.O07s2

!

0.0o6s2
I

"O.O003s2

2.75

15.0

256.0

1285.0

625.0

Ill0.0

k,,

3.33

7.5

32.0

71.5

50.0

50.0

Transfer Functions and Gains of Individual Links

F|gnre l: Schem_ttic I)ia_ram of 3 DOI; DD Arm II
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